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危险驾驶机动车致人轻伤或者使公私财产遭受损失的，处 1 年以上 3 年以下有
期徒刑，并处罚金；致人重伤或者使公私财产遭受重大损失的，处 3 年以上 7 年
以下有期徒刑，并处罚金；致人死亡或者使公私财产遭受巨大损失或者有其他特

















Recent years, traffic accidents caused by dangerous driving such as drunk 
driving, drag racing, etc., have posed great threats on people’s safety and property. 
Due to this, Article 22 of Criminal Law Amendment Eight, which was approved 
on February 25,2011, stipulates that “Drag racing on the road, in serious 
circumstances, or drunk driving a motor vehicle on the road, shall be sentenced 
to criminal detention and concurrently to a fine. Whoever having the act stipulates 
in the preceding paragraph, constitutes any other crime, shall be convicted and 
punished in accordance with the provisions for a heavier punishment. ” It’s the 
first time that dangerous driving is in the scope of Criminal Law of China. As 
a new crime, arguments on its conviction, measurement of penalty and improvement 
are of great concern. The paper begins with the severe social harmfulness of 
dangerous driving and the necessity of this crime, then discusses the judicial 
recognition and the distinguishment from other crimes, and then studies and analyses 
the legislation of dangerous driving in foreign countries, finally, points out the 
inadequencies of Article 22 of Criminal Law Amendment Eight, makes improvement 
suggestments, based on the study of constitution of the crime and the setup of 
punishment. 
The paper has four chapters: 
The first chapter begins with the severe social harmfulness of dangerous driving, 
expounding on its high lethaiity and the necessity of being in the scope of Criminal 
Law. Also, this chapter analyses the deeper reasons for traffic accidents and the 
inadequency of Criminal Law governing traffic and transportation. To better protect 
human rights, Criminal Law shall take prepositive protections on those rights. Thus, 
it’s both necessary and proper for dangerous driving to be in the scope of Criminal 
Law. 
The second chapter analyses the distinguishment of crime from noncrime and 
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author compares crime of dangerous driving, crime of causing traffic casualties and 
crime of endangering the public security with other acts, analyses the differences 
of their constitution of crime, the judgment of collision after causing traffic accidents, 
etc. Based on this, the author raises the coincidence of articles between crime of 
dangerous driving and crime of causing traffic casualties, the imaginative joiner 
of offenses between crime of dangerous driving and crime of endangering the public 
security with other acts. 
The third chapter analyses and compares the legislation of other countries and 
areas, such as those of Great Britain, the United States, Japan, Hongkong and 
Taiwan. Through comparison, it’s not difficult to draw the conclusion that 
dangerous driving has a wide scope of punishment, punishes both deliberate intention 
and negligence， both behavioral offence (or potential damage offence) and 
consequential offences. The conclusion can also be drawn that the legislation usually 
sets severe punishment on crime of dangerous driving. These legislations provide 
experience for us. 
The fourth chapter analyses the four elements during constitution of crimes. 
First of all, the author analyses the criminal object. The act of this crime is drunk 
driving or drag racing. It does not requires a consequence of actual damages. It’s 
a potential damage offence and to be more exact, an abstract potential damage 
offence. Secondly, the subject of the crime is natural person. Actio libera in cause 
provides theoretical  reasons for the punishment of drunk driving. Thirdly, the 
subjective aspect of the crime is negligence. It’s an involuntary dangerous crime. 
Based on the analysis above, the author points out the inadequacy of Article 22 
of Amendment Eight. First, the scope of the crime is too narrow. Besides drunk 
driving and drag racing, drug driving shall be added into this article. Secondly, 
it’s not stipulated that what if there is a consequence of actual damages. It shall 
be an aggregated consequential offense. Thirdly, according to the principles of 
setting up punishments, the author analyses the setup of punishment of this crime. 
Criminal detention and fines are too light for this crime. The maximum statutory 














consequences of actual damage, just like that of crime of causing traffic casualties. 
Finally, the author makes suggestions for the improvement of the legislation of this 
crime. The article reads: Drunk driving or drug driving a motor vehicle or drag 
racing on the road, in serious circumstances, shall be sentenced to a fixed-term 
imprisonment of not more than one year or criminal detention, and concurrently 
to a fine; thus resulting in minor bodily injury or minor losses to public or private 
property, shall be sentenced to fixed-term imprisonment of not less than one year 
and not more than three years or criminal detention, and concurrently to a fine; 
thus resulting in serious bodily injury or serious losses to public or private property, 
shall be sentenced to fixed-term imprisonment of not less than three years and not 
more than seven years, and concurrently to a fine; thus resulting in death or 
especially serious losses to public or private property, or having a circumstance  
which is especially flagrant, shall be sentenced to fixed-term imprisonment of not 
less than seven years or lifetime imprisonment, and concurrently to a fine. 
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